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Students; choice for pre.sident? 'Nobody;
Many say no Democrats or ReptJblic9ns impress them; say they wouldn' t vote at all

-

•

•

.• .

by Doris Pfister

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students at UCF are still
largely 'u ndecided about who
they would like have as the
next President of the United
States.
In an informal survey of 75
students, 18 said they don't
know who they would vote for
if the general election were
h eld today. Twelve students
said they wouldn't even vote.
Vice President George Bush
received more votes than anyone else in the poll. Eighteen
said they would vote for him.
Bush's support is coming
from students who· are generally pleased with Reagan's
performance over the past
eight years. -Bush's experience
in the White House also was a
major factor ~oncerning voters.
"I'm voting for Bush because all the rest of the candidates are nuts," said Debra
Anne Lee, a junior graphic art
major. "I feel Bush is more
stable than the others."
Pat Neff, finance major,
said, "Bush is definitely the
most qualified in the White
House. I'm voting for him because I want him to continue
Reagan's policies."

POLL QUESTION
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NO VOTE
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But there were other reasons people gave for liking
Bush.
"I'm voting for Bush as a
process of elimination. I don't

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

like any of the other candidates and I can't see anyone
better for the job," said ohe
student.
Robert Dole was the second

most favorite candidate
among the college students,
receiving six votes.
"I'm still undecided between Bush and Dole;" said

Betty Miller, MBA, "Bush has
more experience with international dealings while Dole is
SEE POLL PAGE 4

UCF more than foreign land to international students
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Imagine attending college thousands of miles from home, where you
don't know anyone a~d maybe you

their study here.
.
Dr. N. D. Hoan, director of the office,
said. 324 of the students have temporary visas, about 30 are exchange students and the rest are permanent residents such as refugees and immigrants. Hoan's involvement with the
foreign students begins before they
arrive in the United States.
Once completed, all government
languag~
problem," forms come to him and he prepares an
Park said in acceptance letter and mails it out. If
heavy but there is enough time, he finds out what
ur1derstand- kind of apartment they would prefer or
able English. when their flight will arrive here, and
More than he makes arrangements for a place to
900 foreign stay and for someone to pick the student up.
stud~nts · are
"The first and foremost program is to
enrolled at
UCF,
and · find a place to stay," Hoan said. "If they
each one of don't have a place to stay, they don't
them
gets have peace of mind, they cannot study.~
Then the students go through a
important
help from the special orientat;ion because many
International times they do not know about tax probStudent Serv- lems, health insurance and registering
i Ce S
0 ffi Ce
for classes, he said.
throughout
On Jan. 4, Donovan Olario, an engi-

don't even speak the language.
Then there are problems with financing, registering and finding a
place to live .
Kyeong-Hwa Park, a computer science graduate student from South
Korea, knows how scary this can be.
"The first
thing is the

•
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International students face unique problems.

.•

•

SOURCE: Central Flori_da Future poll

by Steve Paradis

•

\

.SPORTS
• The men.'s golf team
heads to Florida State
for a major golf tournament. Also, check out a
feature on baseball
player Paul Pedersen.

neering major from Curacao found out
how difficult these problems can be. He
was put on hold during registration
beca~se "it seems they lost my health
form," he said. After getting more
immunization shots from a local clinic
he was able to register.
Before Olario arrived here, Hoan
found a place for him to stay and a
roommate. This got him settled in for
the eventual problems with finances. A
check from home would take several
weeks to clear, and he was forced to
take out a short term loan, he said.
Then he had a problem because his
SAT score was at the borderline so he
had tO take an English test in order to
pass up a basic English class.
Hoan also helps foreign students
open accounts for their money. He said
they usually have to wait 45 days for
money to arrive from overseas. Then 15
more working days to have it cleared.
Other than these typical problems,
foreign students may have some emotional problems while trying. to adjust
SEE INTERNATIONAL PAGE 5
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Ariz. school wants
to muzzle paper
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

THEN AND NOW
·Larry Linville, best known for his playing
Frank Burns on the hit television series
M*A*S*H, talked to UCF students Monday.
Linville told the small but attentive crowd
$tories raQging from how he got involved in
acting (to meet girls) to how M*A*S*H got
its start. Linville, a graduate of the London
Academy of the Arts, revived the role of
·Burns recently in several IBM computer
advertisements. Linville, whose resemblence to the Burns character has
dropped over the years, reminded the
crowd that the first M*A*S*H was filmed 15
years ago. Watch next week's Confetti for
the complete story.

The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision
giving high school principals more control over
student papers has emboldened at least one
college administrator to threaten to try to put a
college newspaper under his control.
Edward A Wagner, chairman of the Board of
Governors of Pima Community College in
Tucson, Ariz., called for Pima administrators to
put the college's newspaper "back on the right
track."
"In [view] of the .r ecent Supreme Court decision, we as as the board have the right to edit or
not to edit," Wagner asserted. .
The court, however, specifically excluded
college papers from its January ruling, which
said school officials could "regulate the content"
of high school papers run as for-credit courses
just as they can ·regulate the content of other
-classes offered in the schools.
The decision already has led officials at high
schools in Iowa City, Iowa, and Cupertino,
Calif., to try to censor stories out of their student papers.
At Pima, Wagner seemed to regret trying to
apply the decision to his campus almost as soon
as he proposed it.
"What am· I saying,?" he continued. "I don't
SEE APPLE PAGE 5

Psychology Dept. gets ·new doctorate program
Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Psychology Department has acquired a new
doctorate program.
The coordinator of the new program is Dr. Richard
Gilson. Gilson is a graduate of Princeton.University
who has interests in sensory and perceptual psychology, human factors in simulation and training, as
,well as aerospace psychology.
The Ph.D. program is in the field of human factors
·· psychology. This concept involves broadening the
knowledge about human capabilities and limitations. Information from this discipline is then applied
to design, operation and maintenance of machines
and systems. The goal is to achieve optimum performance and interaction between humans and
machines.
·
Using machines and systems then become much

•

•

.

• ELECTION PARTY
The Political Science Prelaw Union will be sponsoring
an election-watching party
from 8 p.m. to midnight March
8 in the Lake Hall Lounge.
Refreshments will be served so
come cheer your favorite candidate. For more information
call Sherre Lambson at 679
5649.
• LEGISLATIVE INTERN
The deadline for applying to
the Legislative Intern Program has been extended from
Feb. 19 to March 1. The current 1987-88 Intern Program
marks 20 years of providing
Florida's graduate students
with a unique experience to
participate in the process of
policy making in Florida's
Legislature. To be eligible you
should meet the following requirements: 1) be a Florida
resident or attending a Florida
university, 2) cannot be a firstyear law student during the
internship period, and (3) applicants must have their
und~rgraduate degree by Au-

easier in tl)e area of improving work and leisure
environments and to reduce the potential for failure,
error and unsafe acts dealing with machines and
systems.
The program will . take students four years to
complete, with the first two concentrating on core
course work. This course work would include such
classes as advanced research methods, sensation and
perception and human learning and perception.
From there, students would receive training in the
content of human factors psychology, including statistical and quantitative procedures, experimental
design, survey methods, computer techniques and
other research methodologies.
After the background work is completed, the student must select an area of concentration. Areas of
concentration can include human-computer interaction, human performance, human factors in simulation and training.
Before the four years is up, a disse1·tation repre-

gust 1988 and, if selected, be
enrolled at a Florida university to continue graduate studies during the internship period.
Thirty or more applicants
will be selected in April where
they will serve in Tallahassee
as legislative interns from
Aug.15, 1988toAug.15,.1989.
Interns are expected to work a
minimum of 20 hours a week
and .serve as part-time research assistants in House ,
standing committees, joint
legislative committees and
leadership offices. interns receive a monthly stipend of
$600 and have their class fees
paid by the House of Representatives for course work up to 12
hours per semester during
their internship.
Brochures and application
can be obtained by contacting
the Legislative Internship
Program, Florida House of
Representatives, 324 the
Capitol, Tallahassee, Fla.
32399-1300.
Call (904)488-0710 for more
~ information.

• SCHOLARSHIPS .
All female stud en ts with a
high GPA and financial need
can apply for the Winter Park
Coteria Scholarship.
The deadline to apply is
March 10.
Brookwood
Community Hospital is providing health care scholarships for those who have 2.5
GPA There will be special consideration given to those affiliated with Brookwood Community Hospital.
There will be four at $250
per year, four at$500 per year,
and two at $1,000. per year.
There will be an application
and interview required.
For more information on the
scholarship, contact the Finan"cial Aid office.
The Sam D. Mansfield
Memorial scholarship is open
to residents of Florida who are
second-semester sophomores
enrolled in real estate-related
courses: insurance, construction, civil engineering, law, or
finance. The award is for
$1,000 a year and an application and two references- are

senting a significant research contribution is required.
The admission requirements for this new program
include official GRE scores, completed transcripts
showing a bachelor's degree, a written statement
outlining the student's academic and professional
goals, three letters of reference with two being furnished by university or college professors, as well as
a completed UCF graduate degree application.
The Psychology Department is anticipating occupying 11,000 square feet of on-campus space. This ·
will include a human factors laboratory, team training laboratory and a visual performance laboratory.
The research equipment will consist of computer
graphics and image generation apparatus for visual
flight simulation to equipment used fa the study of
visual information processing, adaption and contrast
sensitivity.
·
P.,..ny interested ·students should contact GiJson in
the Psychology Department.

required.
For more information on
any of these scholarships, call
Will Shaffner at the Financial
·
Aid Office.
• INVESTMENTSEMINAR
A seminar on investment
sales will be held at 3 p.m.
March 2 for students interested in the investment field.
The seminar will be held in
room 305 of the Health and
Physics Building ~d is being
sponsored by Thomas James
and Assocjates. For more information call Bob Setteducats at 648-2323.
• ESSAY CONTEST
Vector marketing Corporation will sponsor its second
annual essay contest with
scholarship monies totaling
$3i000 for winning entries.
~e contest is open to both
part-time and full-time undergraduates, enrolled at a recogniz'ed university. Students are
asked to write a 550-word essay on the following topic: "The
most .· Important Criteria in

Selecting a Potential Employer Upon Graduation".
The winning essay contestant will receive $500 and 10
runners-up will receive $250.
In addition, all essay contest
participants will be offered the
opportunity to interview for a ·
position as a summer sales
representative through the ·
Vector Marketing Office _in
your area.
Essays will he judged according to overall content and
writing style, in addition to the
ability to support the topic.
Correct punctuation, grammar and composition is also essential.
Copy must be typed, doublespaced, on white paper and
should not exceed 550 words.
All entries should include a
return address and phone
number along . with the
student's class year and major.
The deadline is April 1 and
·entries should be mailed to
Essay Contest, Vector Marketing Corp., .1260 Woodland
Ave., Springfield, Penn.
19164.

~

~
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POLL
FROM PAGE 1

1
1
I

better in congressional dealings."
Robert Tucker, senior business management
major, was also tom between Bush and Dole.
"Bush is more well versed in international relations, but Dole is more likely to be able to get
things through Congress."
Another student said, "Bush is too associated
with Reagan. As an overall packaged candidate
I prefer Dole. I'm partial to Jackson, but realistically I don't feel he has very much of a chance."
Pat Robertson did not receive any votes, and
students expressed a strong opposition to him.
Several undecided students said, "I know
who I'm not voting for - Pat Robertson."
Michael Dukakis was the top ranking Democrat on campus, receiving seven votes.
"Dukakis seems to be level headed and onthe-ball. Bush is too wimpy anyway. He's too
busy putting on a side-show," said Roger Noel,
a senior communications major.
Gil Hermans, engineering major, said "
Dukakis is the least of the evils. One shouldn't
support this kind of charade."
"I like what Dukakis has done for the state of
Massachusetts, and I simply don't like any of
the other candidates," said Kirk Scammon,
electrical engineering major.

Democrat ,Jp,sse Jackson received five votes.
"I like Jac~~son's ideas on education and
welfare. I also support him because he stands
behind the oil import tax, which I feel is very
important. Paul Simon would be my next choice
because he also supports the import tax," said
Morris Smith, a senior English major.
"Jackson understands world relations and
because he's black, I think-he will be on his toes
because he knows everyone is watching over
him," said Karl Mackey. "Originally I was for
Hart, but obviously he cannot be trusted. We
need a president who we can trust."
Gary Hart and Richard Gephardt were tied
with three votes a piece.
"I like Hart but by the time he gets to Florida
he probably won't be in the race anymore so I'll
probably end up voting for Dukakis," said Kathi
O'Neill, music education major.
Supporting Gephardt, students said, "We
like him over the others." .
The overwhelming response to the survey,
however, was the students are generally displeased with the selection of candidates.
Some of the 18 students who were undecided, said "no one really appeals to me" and "I
don't know enough about the issues to make an
educated decision."
Twelve students said they did not plan to
·vote because none of the candidates were "really any good."

"PRAYER: A Solution to Personal and
Political Tertorism

FREE
Christian Science Lecture

by

Jack Hubbell, C. S. B.

A member of The Christian Science Board
of Lectureship

Friday, March 4, 1988
8 p.m. at the Winter Park Civic Center
1050 West Morse Boulevard
Winter Park, Florida

Sponsored by:

.first Ct.lurch of Christ, Scientist
Winter Park, Florida

Located on the corner of New York
and Whipple A venues.
Child Care available at the·Church

r---~---------------,

1.

SUNCREST VILLAGE

SAVE20%
On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses

University Ave. & Dean Rd.

and visual examinations at

2s00 West Colonial Drive

20120 EYECARE CENTER

423-9498

MONTGOMERY.WARD
Interstate Mall/1-4 & S.R. 436

Present _this coupon and Student
l.D. when your order
is placed.

260-6942

ALOMA SQUARE
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS

Eye Exams

on the premesis
by an independent
Optometrist.
Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 3113/88

L

679-6766

MONTGOMERY WARD

--------------------

411 S. Semoran Blvd. (Near ~-Tra) • 679-1010.J

.-----,
.-----, .-----, .-----, .-----,
I $S
I I $2.50 I I $2.50 I I $24.95 I I fi7 .50 I
Aloma Ave. & Forsyth Rd.

657-0225 -

I
•95 I I Shampoo I I Bl d
II
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I Haircut I I & conditioning 1· 1
ry I I
29.95. ··1 1·conditioning, I
I
I I Treatment I I
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I I Blowdry & I
L----- .J LJ.W~~tL.J L-~!-.J L-:_r~!_.J L~~~~.J
10% Discount with Student · I. D. Not Valid With An Other Offer
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Macintosh And Inacomp
Give You More Byte
For Your Buck.

·•

•
•

•

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS INC.

Macintosh, the personal computer that packs a lot of power and
performance into a very little space, making it the perfect choice for
college students, faculty, staff members and businesses.
Now lnacomp Computer Centers and Apple Computer
. are making it easy to own.

•

All full time faculty, staff members, or students can now buy
Macintosh equipment through lnacomp at the University computer
store located in Computer Center II. Ifyou are a part time faculty,
staff ~ember, or student you are eligible for discounts
·
· through lnacomp Computer Centers.

..
•

Stop by the computer center today or look for us in front of the
bookstore on Thursday's from 10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

, , INACOMP®~~r:?fe1/'/'
#We're committed to your satisfaction."
218 E. ]Jtamonte Drive · Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Sales 831-8668 • Service 831-2004
. Computer Store· (Computer Center II) 281-5226

•
- '- :•
Authonzed0:.Uer

•

Ol!llllAppleeamp._., Inc. Apple and theAppletogosengllli!n!d tndomarlmofAppleCmnpum-, w . Madntolhla a tradmw:k cl AppleCcmputft, Inc.

•
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INTERNATIONAL
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Maillard also had some different problems with
which he needed help from International Student
Services with.
Foreign students who want to attend UCF have to
tQ their new surroundings, Hoan said.
be evaluated by World Education Services in New
To solve this problem the International Student York City, Maillard said. His evaluation given by
Service office h:_as a Host Family Program.
WES was wrong, and he had to fight with the AdmisHoan said foreign students want to meet .Ameri- sions Office.
c~s and see the area, and this program solves this.
After that worked o~t, he needed a job. InternaAlso church and civic groups help in this area, he tional Student Services found one for him.
said.
The office's services do not stop here. When stu"It is very important [for students] to exchange dents graduate or are ready to return to their native
with them," Hoan said. "This is where the cultural country, International Student Services gives them a
exchange begins."
"pre-departure orientation," Hoan said.
·
This exchange also curbs the problem of the differAfter living in the United States for several years,
ent languages. "They know English," Hoan said ofthe students will know they have problems back at home,
foreign students, "But they know it in their own way." Hoan said. Their countries often seem very different,
Jean-Francois Maillard, a senior in civil engineer- _so this program gets them reacquainted with their
ing from Quebec, Canada, said he had trouble pro- native land.
nouncing English words. In Quebec they speak
All three.students who were interviewed said they
French he pointed out, ~d he could speak well after liked _UCF.
about six months.
Olario saidUCFis, "Justwhatiwanted."Maillard

FROM PAGE l

APPLE
FROM PAGE 3

•

want to get into the censoring business."

said he loves the weather here compared with the
freezing hard winters in Canada.
-Park said UCF is not too big, and not too small
echoing the opinions of the other two. But she said,
"This school is growing fast, but not the· organization." She cited the parking problems and portable
classrooms as examples. She also said many students
come to International Student Services where she is
a receptionist with problems of lost papers from
Administration.
·Park ended up at UCF because she followed her ·
husband over. Maillard picked UCF because his
father said it would be the best place in Florida where
he wanted to go and where he was accepted.
Olario chose UCF because he wanted to stay in a
warm climate and California was too far away and
expensive. He said UCF is recognized as a "good
school" in the Dutch Education System of Curacao. '
All three of them have adjusted very well to living
at UCF and in the United States. International
Student Services and Dr. Hoan are two very big
reasons, t.hey all said.

At least 1 other board member student newspaper, needs greater
.agreed. Wagner,· said Mark Webb, is ·guidance from school officials because
trying to "intimidate"the paper.. "The of"shoddy reporting."
Aztec Press should be pub}ished withHe propos~d that professional jourout interference of any kind," he said. nalists should "help our students by
Wa.:,,t7fl.er 8aid the Aztec Press, Pima's giving ~dvice !ln writing positive sto-

ries."
"I don't want to hold it over their
heads. I'm in no way implying we
should ·censor. I'm saying that loud and
clear. We should look at the program,"
Wagner said.

Why .N ot . fu These Alternatives~

($~)
~·

MINERAL ·-WATER-.

,.

•

l100IHI1[!·

· Learn Re_d Cross ~ CPR
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Cost of throwi_ng chickens at
basketball games. doubles
known as the Antlers, teased Grayer so fiercely
The CLAST ... will
pass?
he jumped into the stands to silence them.
Grayer allegedly threatened Antler Mike Harvey for making cracks about his mother.
Get help with
"All I did was hold up a sign that said 'Your
Getting Ready for the CLAST
Momma is~ Cow,"'Harvey said.
.
. Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
After Missouri beat Iowa State 119-93, ISU
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
coach Johnny Orr filed a c()mplaint about the
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
Antlers - known for, among other pranks,
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
greeting the announcement of visiting teams'
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.
players' names by shouting, "smells like a bus"
L H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
in unison -with the Missouri athletic depart- 1-----____::..--~----"-----------ment. Athletic department officials later told ·• • • • ~ ill • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Antlers' representatives to be nicer.
I
·
I
So Antlers showed up at MU's next home
I
game against the University of Colorado
••
rM
. ..
J1
I
dressed as Ghandi, Pope John Paul II, Abe
Lincoln, Santa Claus and other ·sweet characI
I
ters, gave visiting coach Tom Miller a box of -I
I
Valentine's candy, shouted "good try" when CU
I
I
players missed shots and, when Missouri took a
I
I
commanding 21-4 lead, yelled, "sorry about the
I
I
score."
.
The NCAA's Steitz contends the new rule is
I
I
I
I
working, noting even coaches are trying to keep
their fans in line.
I
I
University 'of North Carolina Coach Dean
I ,
I
Smith, for instance, interrupted a Jan. 1 7 home
I
I
game to admonish some UNC fans waving their
I
I
arms to distract an opponent trying to shoot a
free throw.
I
.
I
The opponent, moreover, wasDannyFerryof I
, •TM
I
archrival Duke University, whose Cameron
I
I
Inrloor Stadium fans often B:re cited as among
I
I

you

. ·Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Tossing a dead chicken - or even a live one
-on the court during acollege basketball g~e
now could cost the home team two points.
Hopingto control what it sees as increasingly
unruly fans at basketball games across the
country, the National Collegiate Athletic Association announced Feb. 11 it was empowering
referees to get tough with spectators.
Its "reinterpretation" of existing rules lets
referees award visiting teams two free throws
and possessiOn of the ball if their opponents'
fans deliberately delay a game by throwing
debris on the court. In the past, only one foul
shot was awarded. ·
"We want it called consistently," said Dr.
Edward Steitz of the NCAA's basketball rules
committee. "This is the result of a continued
increase of fans throwing objects like toilet
paper, ice cubes, dead fish and chickens on the
court."
If the crowd doesn't stop, referees can assess
a technical foul on the home team coach.
"In the past, some.players and coaches even
encouraged fan rowdyism," said Steitz.
Steitz said no single incident led to the rules
change, .but it was announced shortly after
University of Missouri at Qolumbia fans provoked Iowa State University player Jeff Grayer
during a January game at Columbia.
;Mizzou's infamous student rooting section,

SnAcE

•

Col·AST

sLJR'V/VAL GAMEs

1

An Outdoor Adventure
The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge

•

1 .~

i lliliT•titlill i
I Brevard
I (305) 639-2024

Orange/Seminole I
(305) 422•3363 I
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SEYMOUR BERN.STEIN

0

•

-n

·~

IN'FERNATI014AL
·PIANIST
.
....

•

,,.,

•

Saturday
February 27, 1988
Mr. Bernstein's career has tqken him to Asia, Europe and North
and South Amerfca. In addition to his solo recitals,
appearances with orchestra and chamber music groups, he
Is well-known throughout the music world for his educational
programs and master classes. He has given numerous New
York recitals as a soloist and appeared many times with the
Phllomusica Chamber Ensemble.
·

10:00-1-1:30 a.m.·
Lecture/Demonstration at
· Rehearsal Hall, .. You and
th~ Pi~no - MQking a·
Physical C.o nnection to a
Musical Feeling."

•

•

11 :ao-1 :oo p.rn.
Lunch Break

1 :00-.3.:00 p.m.
Master Class with Student
· P.erformers.
•

•
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Tuition·hike is fairenOugh ·but it's too
much too soon.
Bad news is coming for UCF students. The Florida
Board of Regents will request a 16 percent across-the
board increase in tuition this year for all Florida
public universities.
The tuition hike is coming, courtesy of a five-year
plan to increase the amount students pay for their
own education. The BOR wants students to pay 25
percent of their own education while the general
taxpayer and the private sector ante up the other 75
percent.
This news isn't news, because in 1985 Chancellor
Charlie Ree~ created a Tuition and Fees Task Force
to recommend a state policy for cost-sharing to bring
students to that magic 25 percent mark.
The Task Force brought us such wonders as killing
the red~ced tuition rates for the.summer term while
. still requiring students to-take nine hours of summer
courses. This caused problems for students who
worked in the summer in order to finance their fall
and spring courses.
The Task Force also eliminated the bi-level undergraduate tuition amount, making 1000-2999 level
courses equal in cost to the 3000-4999 courses. This
wonderful concept begins in the fall of 1988.
The BOR defends the tuition raises, saying that a
Florida college education is still a bargain. The College Cost Book for 1986-87 lists the cost of attending
a Florida public university for one year at $1,065. A
one-year stint at the University of Southern Mississippi, in comparison, costs $1,517.
The BORalso claims it needs money to improve the
education system itself. State officials, embarrassed
about the low marks the Florida education system
has received in the past, want Florida to have one of
the top collegiate education systems in the nation.
But the costs to students are too much, too soon.
According to the Florida Flambeau, in the fall of .
1984 a lower-division, in-state college student paid
$18.14 per credit hour for tuition. In fall 1988, the
same student will pay $26.58, an increase of nearly
·
47 percent.
Oh, and don't expect the miracle-working Florida
Lottery to help. Although funds from the supposed
savior of state education will provide some relief,
officials say it won't be enough.
Radical increases like the 16-percent, across-theboard one are going to eliminate many students who
deserve to go to college. BOR student regent Ed
Scales said: "I have no problem with the student
paying 25 percent of the cost of his education. I have
a problem with tuition increases that are two to three
times that of the rate of inflation."
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being wronged. If the use of the society but as facts denote- eduword "nigger" offends you, I feel cation improves tolerance. Each
that you must somehow feel infe~ year, thousands of educa~d stuEditor:
In response to the letter to the rior to let it offend you. Last week dents will graduate from Amerieditor by a 'dormite' complaining there was a letter about how the c;m colleges and universities.
about the_ housing department's new Miss UCF was discriminated S9me will continue to be ignorant,
inability to act concerning her against by the racist Central Flor- such as Logan Belle, but many
ida Future. Are there no black others will be educated with a
roommate's boyfriend.
I'm really sorry that you and writers ·on the staff or none that better perception of the world.
The word Belle in French
your roommate can't seem to come tOok any interest in the story?
to an agreement on this subject, Perhaps the individual who wrote means "beautiful." If this is true,
-but I would like to point out to you that very eloquent letter could find then the person with this name is
that there is not really anything employment. with the Future and probably of French descent which
housing can do without going to do something to chang~ things , probably would make this person
the ridiculous extreme of bed- instead of wallowing in hate and a Catholic. This person is probachecks, ·or checking in and out of self-pity.
bly too ignorant to know that the
dorms ..!, for one, do not wish to be
B. King efforts of Dr. Martin Luther King,
subjected to anything of this sort,
Jr. were not only for black people
and I'm sure my fellow dormites • BELLE WAS IGNORANT
but were for Catholics, Jews,
feel the same way. Ifyou do have a
women, Greeks, poor people, and
problem with your roommate in Editor:
the list goes on and on. Basically,
this area, housing has provided
I am not going to respond to he was willing to die in order to
RAs you can talk to, and RHAPs Logan Belle's editorial as being a preserve the rights of all human
that are on duty all night in the. racist document, but instead I am beings to be simply human beings!
Commons and the Polk Hall office going to respond to Logan Belle's If Dr. King would not have atto deal witli t;h.ese situations. They- ignorance. The next few sentences tempted to peac~fully force
are more than willing to ask your are vice versa of Logan Belle's Americans to learn to look beyond
· While college student leaders double their efforts roommate's boyfriend to leave af- connotation of the black individ- race, color, religion, or creed, then
to fight these increases, individual students must ter curfew, even going so far as to ual. But all intelligent college stu- an ever-increasing unbiased socialso take an interest in slowing the increases or call the police for assistance if he dents, excluding Logan Belle, real- ety as we know of ·would be 20
finding other methods of funding.
refuses. Of course, you would have ize that the right of an individual years into the future.
to tum your roommate in,. and she to be an individual is held excluI am certain that the hard
Otherwise, a new era will dawn on the state, and would know it was you who did it. sively to the individual. This fact is working black students enrolled
there will be a new, improved education system, but I realize that this would cause not recognized by many Logan at the University of Central Florthere will also be fewer students that can take advan- hostility between you, but that Belles at the University of Central ida appreciate you for attempting
obviously can't be a concern of Florida and throughout the world. to undermine their character and
tage of it.
yours since you had no second
An increasing number of white will to succeed with your ignorant
thoughts about writing such a people are in a bi~d, and they won't· stereotypical attitudes. What
blatant description of your room~ get out of it by sitting around and about the white guy who owns an
·*he Central Florida Future
mate and her activities.
failing out of school and listening Adidas sweatsuit and listens to
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 .
Business Office (305) 275-2601, News Office (305) Z75-2865
to rock music all day. Everyone rap music? Should he bum his
Name Withheld by Request knows that the "typical" white clothing for fear of being labeled a
person on campus is the guy wear- "cypical" black person? Logan
Editor in Chief
ing the jeans with the holes in Belle, your ignorance is under•BELLEWAYOFF
'bonald Wittekind
them, a pair oflO-year-old sneak- stood but very sad for a journalist
ers (without laces)~ and at-shirt in and a future leader in our society.
Kathy Johnson Editor:
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
This is in reference to "Blacks thirty-degree weather. The so- The choice of a person to listen to
Tlm Ball
Sports Editor
ScottWallln deserve a place in U.S. History" by called "typical" white person does rap or rock music or to wear ragLogan ·Belle Logan Belle. The author links the not .seem all that interested in ged-out clothing or an Adidas
ConfetH Editor
Leslie Jorgensen word "nigger" and racism, then . their self-esteem. They seem to be sweatsuit is their choice as an
Art Director
Angle Hyde· turns' around and uses the old cli- caught up in parties, frats, and individual.
Photo Editor
We should give thanks to Dr.
Chris Richcreek che "die-hard rednecks, pick-up other things that we should menSpecial SecHons Editor
Michael G. Hoban trucks and pit bull dogs." Isn't this tion in print ,b ut will not because King because if it were not for his
ProdueHon Manager
dedication to liberty for all people,
a racist remark? Or are white they are not relevant.
Logan Belle, Ku Klux Klan his- then liberty for all people might
people the only group that can be
Paul Stephenson racist and blacks the only group to torian and pessimist to the prog- not exist.
Business Manager
Jan Hemp be discriminated against? The ress of the United States of AmerAdvertising Manager
Jim Donato story ends with a remark about ica toward the issue of prejudice, is ·
Ad ProducHon Manager
Name withheld on request
Mike McColllster ending all racism. I think the ·au- a person who should be comClassified Ad Manager
Kelly Darcangelo thor should start in the backyard mended for watching the news and
SubscrlpHons Manager
Letters to the Editor must be
OplnionsexpressedinTltzC,,nlTtJJFloridaFM111norethoseoftheeditororwriterondnot
at home. I'm sick of hearing these informing UCF of his tremendous typed and include the author's
necessarily those of the Boold of Publications, University Administration, or Boord of
empty claims and generalizations knowledge of black history. Yes, signature, major and phone numRegents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature.
major and phone number. Letters om subject to editing and become the copyabout
how blacks as a group are discrimination does exist i:fl our ber.
righted property of the newspaper. ~ Ce111n1/FlaridaF11111Telsofree. noo-profit, twice
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Thanks to AXA,
CSA · Channel 6 _and .
other Participants~ .
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Kappa Dena
Activity hours are due this week so make
sure you have all of yours. Den'tforgetthls
weekend we have 1he scholarship party
on Sat. and PEP on Sun. Get Involved KD's
and smile!

Home to share l 0 miles UCF Deer Run 250
plus l /2 utilities Jacuzzi 699-55 l 0.

Barbell I dumbbell / weights. Best offer.
Call 249-1769.

Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.

5 Bdrm. House to share with other college
students. All utilities + phone Included.
Pool, washer/dryer. 5 ml from UCF. No
smokers. 275/month. Contact Mrs. Fryer at
339-5104 or647-2525.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

WORDLINK word processing . Disk storage/
easy revisions/excellent rates. References
avail. 2.97-862.9.

Male or Female, non-smoking, 2 bd/l 1/2
bth townhouse, w+d, 220/month avail.
imrned .. call 249-2676 b. 5.

Dena Tau Dena
Community Fundraiser on Saturday from 9
to 5. Basketball game tonight at l 0:30.
Happy B-day Tom and Kevin. Ritual meeting on Sunday at 6:00 remember withdraw! deadline on 26th.
Pl Kappa Alpha
Founders Day dance is Saturday; get your
tickets now!! Good job pledges on black
book Sigs keep up the good work!
Dena Sigma Pl
Brothers and Pledges:
JA Bowl-a-thon
Saturday-12 p .m. at 1he Winter Park
Bowl. See you 1here!
Alpha Tau Omega
BROTHER APPRECIATION WEEK. Be at the
House Fri. at 5:30. Pay your dues this.week I
Alumni Softball and BBQ Sunday at 11 :00.
Meeting Sunday at 7:30 Be there!! Congrats. soccer A
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Ritual Meeting Sun at 6:00
Golden Heart car wash Sat 3-11 at BK by
ButierPlaza on436 Be sure and get you car
washed by the Golden Hearts Map at the
House.

1 mo FREE RENT-Quest Apts. has l st 2nd
floor 2bedrm l 1/2 bath spacious opts
avail now directly across from UCF
washer/dryer option all major appliances
patio special 5 for immediate move Ins.
.5390 mo+ sec Call Jason 281-4712.
Apt 2br 1 1/2 b duplex 1st mo $225 new
carpet-paint washer-dryer porch 4 m in
to UCF Fox Hound LA. S450/mo to see call
. 305-2.95-5474
First Month Free adjacent to UCF large 2
bdrm l bath washer/dryer lease arrangements $400/mo 830-9966. ,
Sherwood Forest Duplex Available on
March l 2bed/2bath for $475/mo Trees
washer/dryer. fans. all appliances 6 or lO
month lease or call Fred at 295-6717 (nlte)
or 645-3339 (day) call!

Racquetball Club Forming
. All levels of players welcome contact
Michael Young at 282-2587 organizational meeting 4:30-5:30SC2l1 Monday
Feb 2.9.
UCF College Republicans will be meeting
each Thursday for the rest of 1he semester
at 5:00 p .m. in 1he Administration Building,
Room l 49. For more Info. call Dirk at 2822600.
UCF Robotics Club
** ROBOT MANIA ** ROBOT MANIA
** ROBOT MANIA**
Get 'hands-on'. interdisCiplinary group
project experience! We need EEs to design & build an A/D converter. plus MES to
machine & assemble the new robot and
more! Thanx to all who participated in the
Engineer's Fair this past Fri. Meetings: Fridays @ 4 In CEBA 187. For info call John
Howard. 282-6532.

Fem needs samefor2b/2b. Full appi. $200
+ 1/2. Call after 6 or leave a message for
Julie. 281-4584.
Room for rent. $125 dep/125 mo + l/3
utilities. l mile from UCF. 658-7776.
Master bedroom of2bdm/2bth W+D 200 +
l /2 no lease. Call M-TH daytime 281-5035,
ask for Brent.

DUPLEX - 4 b/4 b. 2200 sq ft. Khayyam.
Walk to class. Put patios; shade. Always
rented. Grecf investment. Unique.
$109,900. Ow.ier/876-3908.
•
Share a house in Chuluota S120/mth call
before 2:30 p.m. 365-5796.
STUDENT SECTION
No Application Fee
2 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $475.00
3 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths S575.00
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi
Washer & Dryer Hook-ups mini-blinds
SUSSEX PLACE
281-6393
LMngroom set-sofa. recliner. chair w/
ottoman, 2 tables-fantastic buy at S200:
365-6812 after 5.

BOXERS!! Made to Order
We will personalize. Use as gifts for any
occasion, sports. greek, & holidays.
58.00 for one or Sl 4.00 for two. Call Hlede
at x487l or come by at 255 Volusia Hall
WHY PAY RENT?
Invest in your future. Condo & townhomes
within walking distance of UCF in the S50's.
Call Dutch or Riva and ask how to save SSS
with our Buyer Bonus Program. Southern
Realty Ent. 1060 W SR-434, Longwood FL
32750. (305) 834-0031.
Attention Greeks & Clubs
Need quality silkscreened T-Shirts. sweatshirts. sweat pants, tanktops,shortsetc ... ?
The Lowest Prices anywhere!! Order now
for greek week and other functions! Call
Rick or leave message 273-2075.

FIGHT CELLULITE ~
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

z

~
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TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
consultation.
~

$19.95

WATERBEDS
QUEEN, black padded $210
Supersingle white padded S125
"Both incl. waveless mattress, liner. heater,
pedestal after 6 699-Q694. Lisa.
Commodore 64, Disk Drive, monitor.
printer. 25 games and spreadsheet. word
writer and data base program $350 call
249-2165.

1980 PONTIAC FIREBIRD-White. Good
cond. new rebuild trans. A/C, tires in great
cond. AM/FM $2000 after 6 p.m. call Lisa
699-Q694.
86 HONDA SCOOTER $200 obo 568-4573.
79 Ford Mustang GT 5.0. silver @ black, 4
speed. a/c. llmited edition must sell $2800
obo call 27HJ607.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
'
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando
Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Cail 1-800USA-1221 ext0627.
No Credit'?
Get Visa® or MasterCard® Past credit no
problem call 365-8672.

~
~

FIRST TREATMENT
Call for appointment • offer expires 3/11/88

Research/Technical Writing Papers. reports & resumes typed . $2.00 page
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 m inimum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt
295-8555 day or night.
Professional Typist - Reliable. prompt.
Disk storage. $2/page. Free pickup/delivery to campus. Same day service. Call
Elana Leatherman 366-6481.
Typist - RESUMES. Theses. reports reasonable rates call 679-4958.
WORDPROCESSING - $2 .00 per double
spaced pg.; $3.00 per single spaced pg.
Call Donna. 647-0600.

$500.00 REWARD
For return of Lady's diamond ring (White
gold family heirloom) lost in Health & Physics Bldg. Room # 108
Please Call 855-8608 (H)
425-2000 (0)
Reward-Colonial-Golden Rod Rd. area
white English Setter w I Red spots Please
call 380-1646 or 678-5926.
Found-Gold necklace with beads-call
277-2665 to describe and pick up.

Oviedo. Spacious 2 Bdrm 2 bath. garage,
500 WATSON REALTY 62.9-6643.
Available, beautiful l bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for information.

UCF Alkldo Club
Aikido meets 1:00 M,W.F Sat 9:00 a.m. and
Sun 1 p .m. Learn compassion and have
fun doing it while learning the most sophisticated self defense. Call 327-3524. 6791583. or657-5155.

Garage sale; chairs, desks, ck rm equip.
Camera, etc. 365-4480.

GIRLS SOCCER
Seminole Soccer club needs girls for under- l 9 team. If born in 1969 or later call
273-662.9.
Ask for Wayne or Pete.

Cookie Works - Fashion Square needs
part-time help days/eves. Cashier. will
work around your doss schedule. 1520
hours per week. 894-5544.
FEDERAL, STATE a CML SERVICE jobs
S19,646 fo $69,891/year, now-hiring! Call
Job Line l-518-459-3611 ExtF3364Bforlnfo.
24HR.

CASH REWARD for Info which leads to
return of bike and arrest of thiefl BIKE:
Aqua. one speed, cruiser style. Nishiki. Call
277-6211.
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick professional service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches

671-3007
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver
Major car rental co. near airport. Must be
21 yrs. and excellent driving record. 20 hr:s
per week. flexible scheduling. Contact
Wes Ling, Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2.901
McCoy Rd. Orlando. 305-859-22.96. or
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 Longwood
305-339- 1199. .

All typas of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed / Revised I Typed - 657-0079

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. ENTRY LEVEL

Professional Word Processing

PUT YOUR NEW
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK!

* Student Discount *
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740·0227
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4

Bright, aggressive individual required for
development & expansion of major national corp.; expanding in central Florida
area.
Management trainees begin at $1100/
mo. salary with 1styearincome growing to
$16,000. Advancement to management
based on performance and merit annual
earnings growing to S25.000 to $45000/yr.
Recent degree preferred. For interview.
contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price at
305-843-5411 or send resume to:
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonial. Orlando. FL
32801
Make a difference in a child's life. Become a professional nanny and join our
team.
Training- and placement provided. For
more Information call The Nanny Placement Center (305) 260-0031. Orlando,
Florida

FREE TUTORING
Need help with MATH. ENGLISH. CLA5T?
Cal~Student Academic Resource Center
281-5130 or stop by PC1-102.
Hours: 9-5 M.W.F 9-8T,R

Hey UCFI You're finally getting a record
store! Armadillo Tapes. CDs. albums and
stuff will be open March 1st in the University
shopP0s. right c;:icross the street! For any
information. call 339-8222 after 12.

. <

RESUMES/TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetting, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Kinko's Copies Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. S10. Call 658-1163.
Top.Quality word processing: experienced. editing. reliable. 366-0538.

I'm a 19yr old who enjoys topless waterskiing with breast-eating gators. I'm looking for a tired RA with similar tastes. You
know how to reach me. I get weak Belinda.

TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked,
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.

Dear Doctor.
·When hinges creek in doorless chambers
and strange and frightening sounds echo
through the t'\all. it will be only 16 more
days until your 722nd birthday.
Miss Lily

PROMPT lYf:ING - 25 years experience.
Theses, manuscripts. papers, etc. Experience in math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Trail.Cail 658-2067.

Hey Bossi
Y.ou look so cute when you're freaking
out! Tell Chris I'm sorry about his fudge
ripple.
-Your ever faithful assistant

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
·

:t;

•

Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
I Buy 5 Visits - Get 5 Free! I
I
$29.95
I
I and become eligible for a I
: drawing of 25 lottery tickets I

•

1 to be given away March 1st.:
I Sign up a friend and get two I
I
. visits free!
. I

• • ·o~~·i.xi.irii ~2~8-' • .
TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
TOWER PLACE• M-F: 8:30.:.9 P.M. •SAT: 9-5 P.M. •SUN: 12-6 P.M.

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.. UNION PARK
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273-4640·0PENTUES-SAT3pm-9pm
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• Model Composites
• Wedding Photos
- • Portraits
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F inancia{A ic{
forCoffege

Private Sector Scholarships and Grants (graduate and
undergraduate) are available regardless of family
income, MILLIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR.

Results Guaran.tutl!

For information, call toll-free
- (800) USA-1221, ext. 0627

2nd Haircut FREE

Ask for Gloria at
Do-~n ' s H·_· a,1r
~
St a t.,
·
~ l01 n_
520 Regency Square
(Next To Melons) In Casselberry
834-8919

·"'

20% Discount on all hair services with UCF I.D.

11

Men's
tennis
takes on
three
~.
•
•
.
big Florida ·foes starting today
by Scott Broden

Assr. sPoRTs rnrroR
The men's tennis team will
be .at home beginning today to
take on the three "F's" on its
schedule ..:;_ Florida International, Florida Atlantic and
the Florida Institute of Technology.
"I'm looking for three victo~
ries in a row," said UCF Coach
Mike DeFranco, whose team
defeated Stetson 8-1 last week.
"I've objectively ascertained
that it is quite probable that
we shoul_d be successful in all
three matches."
The Knights will first take
on FIU today at 1 :30 p.m., followed by FAU tomorrow at 2 p.m. UCF will finish the series
of dual meets against Florida
Institute of Technology Satur- _
day at 11 a.m.
_
Last year the Knights beat
FIT twice in dual 'meets, 7-2
and 9-0, and lost to FAU, 6-3.

nl'm looking for

three victories in a
row."
-Mike Defranco
UCF Coach
Leading up to the dual
meets, the tennis team played
several in trasquad challenge
matches to determine the six
singles ·players and three
doubles teams.
DeFranco said the team
should have enough stamina
to get through the dual
meets."The players shouldn't
be tired at all because they're
in good shape," said DeFranco.
"'rhe drills that we do are
inuch more rigorous than the
matches that we play.
That is intentional because
when I control the environment, I can make the t>ractice
as difficult as I want, where ·a s

in a matCh, you can rest between points."
DeFranco also said playing ·
three days in a row is, "good for
them [the team] because competitive events allow them to
get their rhythms. That enables their timing to get better."
Some ofUCF's players will
play six matches in the series,
_three as a singles player and
three on a doubles team.
"It's hard, but you just have
to do it," said Pat Curry, who is
UCF'sNo.1 singles player and
a part of the No. 1 doubles
team. "I think-we're in good
enough $hape to do it. The
biggest problem is just concentrating."
· To prepare for the dual
~meets, Curry played a series of
challenge matches to keep his
No.1 position.
"I think there's more pressure playing challenge
matches than playing real
matches for me," Curry said.

Baseball faces-tough series against FIU
,

TELEMARKETING SALES REP.
•
•
•
•

Sales experience helpful -however, will train
Self starter, goal oriented
Good verbal communication
Guaranteed hourly wages -however, skilled
reps can earn $6, $8 to $1 O per hour (hour1y

versus commission)

...

posted a 41-19 record last season and are 8-4
heading into this week's action.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
FIU's pitching staff is led by three experienced starters: Ken Deal (10-5, 2.28 ERA),
The UCF baseball team heads into an impor- Doug Messer (4-1, 4.24 ERA) and Brett
- tant early-season series with Florida Interna- Moushon (5-5, 3. 65 ERA). Terry Christopher (5tional University Saturday and Sunday in 2, 4 saves) is Price's ace out of the bullpen.
Miami.
Second baseman Jose Vasquez is a tough
Both UCF and FIU, members of the NCAA, defensive player, who came to FIU from the
compete as independents in that division.
junior college ranks. The Golden Panthers' inThe Knights, who played Stetson Tuesday field strength will come from veterans Zac
and Wednesday and host North Florida tomor- Valade at shortstop and third baseman Steve
·
row at 3 p.m., began the week with a 3-2 record. Edwards.
Saturday's UCF-FIU game will begin at 7
Through five games this season, senior first
baseman Vince Zawaski leads the Knights with
p.m., while Sunday's contest begins at 2 p.m.
UCF and FIU split four games last year, as a .438 batting average. He hit his first home run
each team won a pair of games in its own of the season against Georgia this past weekballpark. Rich Polak and Brian Ahem com- end. Second baseman Paul Pedersen, a senior,
bined to shut down FIU last season at the UCF checks in with a .350 batting mark, while junior
Baseball Complex.
shortstop Carlos Agurto is batting .333.
Sophomore right hander Brian Ahern has
Polak won the series opener, 12-1, while
Ahem captured the second game, 10-5. How- had two fine early season outings. He-is 2-0 and
ever, Polak and Ahem were the losing pitchers has yet to yield an earned run in 15 innings.
when the Knight_s visited Miami later in the Junior righty Rich Polak is 1-0, ha0ng helped
season. FIU won that two-game set1 7-1and5- the Knights to a 5-1 victory against Georgia by
1 in games played April 17 and 18.
limiting the visiting Bulldogs to one earned run
_
The Golden Panthers, coached by Danny and six hits last Friday.
Following this weekend's games at FIU, the
Price, play Florida Atlantic University before
taking on the Knights this weekend. They Knights host Bethune-Cookman (Feb. 29).
Staff Report

Part time: Mon.-Thurs. 4:30 P.M.:..8:30 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M.-1 :00 P.M.
Apply at the Sentinel Communication Company
Employment Center
Monday-Friday 9:00 to 12:00 Noon

Sentinel Communications
Company,
633 North Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

Publisher of The Orlando Sentinel

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE20

Executive Services·
Equipped with Desktop Publishing,
~omputer graphics, a laser printer, and
a scanner, we give your manuals,
engineering applications, overheads,
graphics, thesis papers and term
papers the professional touch.

249-1263
Special Discount
Rates For Students.

He also holds the distinction of playing pingpong against Bobby Riggs, who is infamous for
his "Battle of the Sexes" tennis match against
Billie Jean King.
.
"My family was at a boat show and he was
putting on a ping-pong exhibition," said Pedersen. "He asked for volunteers so I went up
there and played him."
Pedersen, an elemen~·.ry education major,
would like to later coach baseball at the college
level. However, he has plans fo-; the · present

that he wants to accomplish.
"I want to end up in Omaha, Neb., at the
College World Series," said Pedersen. "We are
coming together as a team and I think we will be
tough as the season progresses."
Reaching the World Series will take a lot of
hard work but Pedersen is no stranger to that
road.
"His biggest asset to our team is that he
works his butt off all of the time .and that
becomes contagious with a team, especially the
younger players," said Bergman. "Once a player
starts working, the others follow.
"I would like .to have a team full of Paul
Pedersens."

Cast your vote
~~nper Tuesday

March 8, 1988·
..

by Chris Bra dy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, ..

The UCF Lady Knight s basketball team suffer ed
through an off shooting night in losing to conference
foe Florida A&M 73-55 Monday night in the Knights~
home season finale.
The Knights shot 29 percent from the field for the
game. UCF made just 6-27 shots in the first half as
FAMU took a 36-22 h alftime advan~ge.
"We did not.play as well as we are capable of," said
UCF coach Beverly Knight. "FAMU is a much
quicker team. and th·ey showed it by their man-toman defense, steals and forced turnovers."
FAMU left the blocks quickly to take an 11-1 lead
in the first five minutes. UCF did manage to stay
close, priµ1arily through its foul shooting as the
Knights connected on 10-14 fir st half free throws.
The Rattlers put the game away with an 11-0 spurt

midway through the second half that gave them a 62- each.
Guar d April Manning,
37 lead.
UCF was handicapped with the absence of sopho- who was mentioned in last
more guard Sherry Asplen,·who had the flu. Knight week's Sports Illustrated for
thought that her ball handling and outside shooting leading the nation in steals,
had eight points, eight aswere missed.
Senior Marni Schmidt, playing her last UCF home sists, seven rebolinds and
game, led the Knights with 13 points and eight four steals.
The loss dropped UCF's
rebounds before fouling out with six minutes left.
"There is a drastic difference when Marni is not in record to 4-20 overall and 1there," said Knight. "We need her and Anita Terlecky 10 in the conference. FAMU
. out there to have an opportunity to win."
Anita Terlecky
raised its record to 1 7-8 and
Freshman Bo Cox scored 11 points. Terlecky, 6-4~
, UCF ends its season with games on the road
UCF's only other senior, only scored seven points bu.t
had five assists and 10 steals. Her 10 steals ties a against Miami and Florida International before the
school record set by Terri Jo Wendt and brings her conference tournament next Thursday.
"As much as it hurt to sit and watch this game,
season total to 93, which breaks the record of 87 set
there is light at the end of the tunnel," said Knight.·
by Marcie Swilley.
FAMU was led by Patricia McMillan's 15 pojnts. "We knew it was going to be a tough year and the girls
Sherice Willis and Chiquita Miller added 11 points have hung in with a.lot of perseverance."

Paul Pedersen became Knight
ball player old-fashioned way
.

2nd baseman
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"

~limbed

.

long ladder to make baseball team
fall when he came out without a scholarship
and ended up in the starting lineup. His work
ethic made him a ballplayer."
NotplayingthatyearwastoughforPedersen
but' he never considered giving up. Pedersen
added that pitcher Jay Scott, his roommate at
UCF and Chipola, helped him out a lot.
"\Vorking on my own was tough because I
wasn't part of the team but I really improved
during that time," said' Pedersen. "I nev_e r
thought about stopping because I put so much
time into it that I wanted to go as long as I
could."
After finally getting his chance last year,
Pedersen started 37 games at second base before a pulled hamstring and separated·shoulder
ended his season. Pedersen finished with a .303
batti.n g average and committed just six errors
in 124 fielding attempts.
"He is just a no frills, blue collar baseball'
player," said Bergman. "He stays within himself and does not try to do things that he is not ·
capable of."
Pedersen has started off the 1988 campaign
where he left off last year. He is batting .350
after a torrid 6-12 start. Pedersen went 2-4 and
scored both runs in a 2-0 victory over Florida
last week. Practice and fundamentals are his
secrets.
"I focus a lot on fundamentals because the
key to winning teams. and players are fundamentals," said Pedersen. "I also do a lot of
repetition which has helped improve my hitting."
Peder sen graduated from Naperville North
High School.in Illinois where he earned three
baseball letter s and two basketball letters,
receiving all-conference honor s in both sports.

Paul
Pede r sen
ought to send his story
to Hollywood.
A true story. About
h ard work paying off.
About success through
per sever ance, not just
talent.
"Paul is a worker
with a capital W," said
h is
coach,
Jay
Paul Pedersen
Bergman. "He is the
hardest worker on the team and has made the
best of his ability."
~
File Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Pedersen,
UCF's
senior
second
baseman,
Joe Regner lea ds UCF t o the FSU Invitational.
came to UCF in January 1986 after a two year
stint at Chipola Junior College. He had offers to
play at several schools but came to UCF, which
'
didn't offer him a spot on the team ..
"We didn't think he could play," said
. Bergman. "We told him we already had our
•
infield set and there was not any room."
But Pedersen was not about to give up. Athletics
was part of his entire life. His father,
travel to Florida State UniverPeter,
was a football player at Illinois State and
by Scott Wallin
sity for the FSU Invitational to
SPORTS EDITOR
his
mother,
Marjorie, ran track at Illinois Unicompete in the four-day, 19versity. Pedersen's younger brother, Dave, is a
team field.
.
sophomore offensive tackle on the UCF football
••
You'll h ave to excuse UCF
All th.e big guns will be there t eam.
golf coach Dale Wilson if he's · - Alabama, Memphis State,
So Pedersen went to work. Alone. Finally, he
acting a little like Rodney Miami, Auburn, South Flor- , made Bergman a believer.
Dangerfield.
ida, Kansas - and once again
"After we told him he could not play that year
.,
All he's looking for is a little its UCF's chance to make a he went out and practiced on his own," said
Bergman. "He hit in the batting cage and got
respect for his state champion . naine for itself.
golf team. And what's hap"Word's out there's some somebody to hit him grounders. ,
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 19 •
"We didn't pay much attention until the next
pened?
schools after our butts,"
UCF has been left out of the Wilson said, ''but we're going
· Top 20 NCAA Division I rank- after their's.too. It's a two-way
ings. And what's worse is that street.
the Knights have been
"They're the big powers and
snubbed from the District of course UCF is a young, upSouth rankings. Miami, Flor- start program. But, we won't
ida State and South Florida surprise anyone anymore.
are all there - teams UCF Everyone knows we can comsoundly beat in the Florida pete. From now on people are
State Intercollegiate on Nov. 7 going· to have to reckon with
- but no consideration forthe UCF golf."
If the Knights perform well
Knights.
UCF beat the best competi- at the FSU Invitational,
tion the collegiate golf hotbed Wilson has his sights set on a
of Florida had to offer and won. first-ever NCAA Tournament '
The best golf team in Florida bid for UCF.
and nobody knows or cares.
"Our No.1 goal is to make
Wilson is ·beside himself the NCAA tourn a m ent,"
wondering just what it will Wilson said. "We -already detake to show that UCF golf is serve to go, we are the state SK CELEBnA'JION
for real.
champions. But even though
IV'\
For starters, the Knights we are the champs, we have Members of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity celebrate their team victory in the Greek SK run
sponsored by the Student :Wellness Advocate Team over the weekend .
must do well today when they something to prove."

NCAA rankings
pass by golf team

I
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Cultured poet comes to campus
by Kristen Sweet

Poets are a notorious
breed. One of the last poets
encountered on UCF campus
fits the creative mold. Her
name is Phyllis Thompson.
Thompson, a poet sponsored by Worl~- Writers Series, a program to integrate
the arts in Orlando, came to
UCF to read her poetry Feb. 8.
She enjoys touring. and lecturing stating, "Writing is
such work- this is a vacation."
The hour long lecture began with he! reading a column and seven poems. The
following exerpt is part of one
of her poems, The Cold.
"The Earth is acrid with
smoke.
Cracked bronze
leaves Rattle into the wind.
Clouds, scattered past The
creaking oaks begin to lapse
into scarves of russet on
skeletal figures. Goodbye.
The last Utterance. Take my
hand one time. So. Noth~g
in my life has made me ready
· for the cold."
Having published under
the names Phyllis Rose, Phyllis Morgan and Phyllis Hoge,
she calls herself Phyllis Hoge
Thompson, to differenciate
the illustrious poet from an.
evanglical writer of the same
.name.
She is the author of six
collections of poems, five of
which have been published.
Her poems number from
"Over 100 to less than 1000,
probably about 400 poems.

CITY FROM PAGE 1
"real milk," Orlando has been
so homogenized with
Disney's homespun vision of
America that we forget
Orlando is a similarly treated
product.
When you visit an unfamiliar cj.ty, your memories of
the city stand togeth~r with
whatever or whomever you
are visiting.
New York City is wonderfully and genuinely ethnic
and local. That big city

Currently, she is assimilating a book based
on a years worth of columns she wrote for her
town's now defunct "Silver City Enterprise."
She resided in Hawaii
for many years, but now
lives in Albuquerque, New
Mexico with her third
husband.
She has a
cabin where she writes in
the tiny town of Mogollon,
New Mexico. Mogollon
has a varying population
of "nine to 35 people."
There is only one road in
town and no gas-stations.
Dr. Thompson is a retired professor who
spends most of her time
writing. She has been
interested in writing since
age four when her mother
put a pencil in her hand.
Always knowing she
would be a poet, she decided to teach in order to
leave enough herself time
to write.
Dr. Thompson obtaihed
her degrees in English from
Connecticut College, Duke
University and University of
Wisconsin. For those who
feel English is impratical
major, beware. She thinks
"English is all the stuff you
have to know anyhow.
Something has to keep you
connected to a type of reality."
Her poems come from
personal experience, rang.ing in topic from a silver

~~

Calendar
•ART
H. Hargrove, the most widely
collected serigraph artist in the
country t.oday, will make a rare
public appearance in Orlando Feb.
28 at the Holiday Inn Crowne
Plaza at the Florida Mall at 2 p.m.
The event is sponsored by Concepts
in Art. There is no admission for
this event. For more information,
call (305) 657-2837.

•LECTURE
The UCF Department.of Music
is pleased to host a lecture by Dr.
Lemuel Berry, Chairperson of the
Dept. of Music and Fine Arts at
Mercy College in New York. The
lecture will be on "Black Music in
America." The presentation, including videotapes, slides; and
audio recordings, will be in the
Rehearsal Hall, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m.
There is no charge, and the public
is cordially invited to attend.

•

•

•

• FINE ARTS THEATRE

bracelet, a man preparing to
die, marble, a Hawaiian volcano goddess to a former
house.
Thompson believes part of
the formula for writing involves being sensitive.
"Sometimes I can't see
what is wrong with
someone's poetry, but I know
it. Poems come from such
sources- I can always recognize the source of a poem. I
can't always explain why
something moves me." .

Tips to young writers
abound. She meditates in
order to clear her mind and
encourages others to do so.
"Be attentive, listen, learn as
much as possible about language. Read. Read more
than you write.
.
She believes "When you
write, you don't know what
the next line is. Sometimes
you need to go to sleep or take .
a walk. You know the next
line will come- but you don't
know when it will come."

thrives on the diversity of its
intense and overcrowded
population. The Apple is
rich, poor, · uptown , downtown, aroundtown, inside
out, blown out, thrown out,
wide open for whatever you
want to do with your life
exceptfarming. It's a city that
wears its heart on its sleeve,
along with its liver and lungs
and small intestines.
New Orleans is decadent.
Beyond Mardi Gras, a bit of
the old booze and sex mentality exists year round. New
Orleans is genuinely a city

The Seminole Community College Fine Arts Theatre will present
Bertolt Brecht's The Caucasian
Chalk Circle The basis of the
story is the ancient Chinese legend ·of the Chalk Circle. Evening
perforinances, at 8, end Feb. 27,
yet there is an afternoon show
Feb. 28, at 2. General Admission
is $5. Please call, 843-700 l.

• HUMANITIES
The Project for the Humanities and Fine Arts will present
John F. Andrews, Associate Director of Educational Programs
at NEH. Andrews will speak on
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
and how it changed the course of
American History. The presentation will be at Rollins College,
March 10at7:30. For more information, please call 425-2273.

• TALENT NEEDED

The.Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce Cultural · Affairs
Committee is seeking performers
for their upcoming outdoor music festival to be held May 21. The
show will be in the city's Central
Park. Groups interested in
·showiing their talents are· encouraged to call Dorrie Swan at
345-1733 during the day and
657-6219 in the evening.

•RUG$
The Maitland Art Center and Sun
Bank are proud to announce the
opening of a unique exhibition,
"Oriental Rugs as Art and Inspiration", on March 6, 1988. The
exhibit will remain open to the
public through Aprtl 10. For further information call the Maitland Art Center at 645-2181.
•SYMPHONY
The world acclaimed Polish Radio Chamber Orchestra will perform a special concert presented
by the Florida Symphony Orchestra, Saturday, Feb. 27, at 8
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church of Downtown
Orlando. Tickets are $8 and are
available at the FSO Box office or
by calling 894-2011 and charching to MasterCard, VISA, and
American Express. A 50 percent
discount is available for stu dents. Tickets will also be available at the door.
Photo courtesy of Michael Rothwell

with history. ~ough wellkept ,the French ) Quarter
and Charles Avenue reek old
world. The buildings are
monuments to a city that has·.
somehow retained its ability
to remain authentic without
degrading into tourist nostalgia crap.
Miami is not old, but old
people. And now young
people and art-deco bars,
and blacks and much of the
population of Cuba combined with a wonderful port
for importing all sorts oflegal
and illegal people and products. Then add a television
show where the clothing is as
important as the bullets and
you've got one wild image and
reality:

Then, what is Orlando?
When the relatives come to
visit, what do they come to
see? Of course, and what
else? Downtown? Winter
Park? International Drive?
Uggh. Church St. Station?
Tourists are bigots. They
do not discriminate between
what is Orlando built for
them and what is our
Orlando, or historical
Orlando, or the Orlando we
inhabit.
The English students
found that an Orlando beyond the mouse ears was
nearly indistinguishable
from tourist Orlando, except
for maybe South Orange

SEE CITY PAGE 6
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Who won, who lost, who cares? The coverage
by Kristen Sweet and Dave

media's credibility, the question is raised: Should the
press approach the issu e in
Part four off our.
t erms of winners or losers?
This is not a wrestling
Two days following Dan championship. This entire
Rather's interview with incident has come off as a
George Bush, USA Today major skirmish as a T.V.
hopped on the idea of estab- battle, from on the the fields
lishing a media victor by pre- into the family room. The
senting colorful graphics on point is that the press has
the front page, asking the made the interview into a
question, Who Won?' The competitive event. Media
graphic was a public survey notables such as Andrea
displayingtheopinionsofthe Coudriet, WESH anchorperfew people asked. Not much sotr, "objected to the methmore on the subject was . ods" used concerning the'
printed by the paper.
Rather /Bush interview.
With all the controversial Carole Nelson, WFIV anrhetoric pertaining to the chorperson, expresses who
--~ she though won:
\ "It's not a breakIng story. The
( public was pity:ing self-personalities. The viewers lost!"
Why should
/ the two men be
compared to each
other? If superiority is the bone
of contention,
then everyone is
comparing
Rather and Bush
man to man.
Their personalities and oral
abilities are not
' consequential.
They both are not
\ candidates garl nering viewer
J support. One is
..- ' -._,,..~ _ _,.,.._,,... trying to gain as

Schlenker

.,
•

•

much television coverage as or unfair."
(..-~Alt.__._.-".. -------possible, hoping to make
Considering
himself look good. while the we are now em- ~
other is doing his j ob utilizing broiled in a presitelevision to qu estion and dential race, it
inform.
would seem as if '
To find out the truth, we the media con- \
called the man himself, Dan centration would
Rather, to ask him what he be on the battles
thought of the win/lose of the Republimethod. Unfortunately, we cans vs. the
were 9nly able to reach his Democrats ..
secretary. The venture was George Bush is
almost a success until she not
running
asked what the question was against
Dan
in reference to. "We will have Rather, or suprto decline," she replied. "Mr. isingly, not even
Rather is very busy for the . trying to garner
next 48 hours." Another CBS his support.
official informed us that
"I think that is
Rather had "No comment," kind of a superfland "He is not taking press cial approachcalls." His whereabouts are winners or losunknown, but his phone ers."
claims
number is surprisingly avail- UCF's Dr. Fedler
ableifyouwouldliketoquery (Journalism). "It was such a instead, you should be trying
to get the public to think
him personally.
subjective thing."
Next call went to the It is the press themselves about what happened.
"Number two, who gives a
George Bush Campaign who are focusing their attenHeadquarters in Washington tion on this interview. Basi- damn what John Q. Public
D.C. We spoke with Dan callythisisoldnews,forthis thinks? That's ridiculous!"
Basically. there should
Schnur, the assistant press article and for the news-ortsecretary who was the "the ented papers. Is a winner not have been a winner. It
highest official" there. He needed? Are we such a dorni- was an incident that only
stated, "The Vice President is nant-oriented society that received attention because it
not available, he is very someone must come out on was an·unpleasant situation
that simply got worse. "It's
busy." Fortunately, Schnur top?
was happy to answer the
"Number one, the whole not a sporting eVent," claiIQ.s
question. "I don't think the . business is pure bull," RIV's WF1Vs Bud Hedinger. "The
Vice President went into it Dr. Mprgan says. "It wasn't a winner or loser approach
with- the idea of winning or win/lose situation. The me- trivializes everything." Also
losing. Certainly there has dia, I'm sorry to say, likes to from WF1V, Marla Weesch
been a lot of publicity. Too reduce things to the simplest closes the series by reiteratmuch in fact. The press has common denominator. Ask- ing, "Rather is arrogent!"
been making a lot out this. ing 'who wo!\' is an abortion What does she think? "Well,
They were not trying to Qe fair ofjournalistic responsibility; that's the media."

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART. MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:

GMAT • LSAT • MCAT
Call Days, Evenings, Weekends
t

678-8400
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CENTER

In New \1>1k Stale Stan

H Ka Ian Educa11ona1 Center Lid

I

•OPEN MARCH 1st .
•We BUY-SELL-TRADE
New & Used Tapes,
CD's & L.P.s
In The
•Lots of cool
UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES at the
posters &
Corner of University .
Drive and Alafaya Trail
Stuff!!
Call 339-8222
..

For More Details

AMERICA'S TOP INCOME ·OPPORTUNITY
Become a Stockbroker and Earn over $100,000 a Year.
No Expe~ence Necessary.

. _

3~ga~a~·~~
FOR INFO OR RESERVATION
CALL TODAY! "'.;; '

I
I

CALL RALPH LOFFREDO
1 (SQQ) 247•6587

•

M...,btt SIPC, llASD, MSlt.11
Uemcnll.Y.IL.Uf•t<earu

_

NOW HIRING FOR TAMPA OFFICE.

SEMINAR DATE: Thursday, March 17 TIME: 7 pm
LOCATION: U.C.F. Biology Building • Room 215
. GUEST SPEAKER: Bruce Eaton • Author of bestseller "No
Experience Necessary; Earn $100,00 A Year As A Stockbroker."
- • \f
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the beach
FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITIED

••RAil

.- - CELEDRATE - -

·~•IN•
In Ft. Lauderdare

'II

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POQLSIDE PARTIES
Live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest• Water Volleyball Tournament• Free Beer Chug Relays• Free T-sh'
The Belly Flop Contest· and climax the day with...
The Wettest, Wet T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy Magazine• Cash Prizes• Free T-Shirts ·and other
Summers Games And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Sale!!-

7 P.M. - I P.M. - COHEGE HAPPY HOUll
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTY • MONDA ', MAR
FREE $PRING BREAK 'BB T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COL
STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK WITH PROPER COLl!.iG
ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER • 1se •COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR p

EVENINGI

SUMMERS on the beach presents. . :FURY"
-.

~

Ft. Lauderdale's finest Rock'N Roll band niahtlv PLUS 6 bars to serve you

r------~------~~-------1
•
I
•E
'I

e

I NIVERSITY f' CENTRAL FLORI A PAR •MON Y, R
ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR SOFT DRINK - GOOD FROM 7 PM : 8 PM NIGHTLY (LIMIT ONE PER C
I SUMMERS ON THE BEACH• 219 S. ATLANTIC. BLVD. No FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA· (305)

L (LOCATED 1/2 BLOCK NORTH .OF LAS OLAS BLVD. ON A1A) ADMISSION POLICY: 18 YE
---------•

,.

CLIP AND SAVE

-------

Schedule .of events: Daytona Beach

. . . .Q,,,lr·

g

BAHAMA BOUND
8DAYS/7tlGHTS ..
u-.

s2gg.oo

Price includes:
ROUND TRIP AIRIBOAT FARE FROM MIAMI
OR FT. 1.AUOEROALE
ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS TO YOUR HOTEL
BEACH OR NEAR BEACH ACCOMMODATIONS
All TAXES. TIPS I GRATUITIES/LOCOING
· COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS & DISCOUNTS AT
1 BAHAMAS FINEST RESTAURANTS
I FREE 100% conON T-SHIRTS
FREE CCX:KTAll. PARTIES NIGHTl Y
.
FREE ADMISSION INTO EXCITING NIGHTCLUBS
FREE ADMISSION INTO GREAT lCX:Al SHOWS
FREE SCuBA ANO SNORKUNG LESSONS
40% OFF ON DIVES (INCLUOES EQUIPMENT)
ANO MUCH. MUCH MORE ....

Fly to nassau

~~/·~::

Cruise to Freeport

- -: : :~

. CALL 1ru FREE1~aoo-& ·BAHAMA

.

t,

*March 6th-27th
Miller Brewing Welcome Center
across from the Claridon Plaza
*March 6th thru April 2nd
National Collegiate Sports Festival
*March 7th-27th ·
Budweiser Beach Club
Holiday Inn Boardwalk
*March 8th-13th
Transamerica Athletic Conference
~Ma.rch 8th thru April 2nd
Spring Break Comedy Festival
at New Moon Grill
·*March 8th thru April 8th
Hawiian Tropic Pool Deck Parties
at 701 South
*March 13th
Linda Ronstadt Concert
*March 13th-20th
Chrysler Corp. Driving Championship
at Claridon Plaza
*March 14th-18th
College Expo ~
- at the Claridon Plaza
~March 16th
Miller Comedy Show
featuring Howie ·Mandell, Rich Hall,
& Carrie Snow at Ocean Center
*March 18th
Squeeze·Concert
at Bandshell

.*March 18th-19th ·
Miller Lite Pro-Beach
*March 18th-20th

MTV
at the Hawiian Inn
*March 18th-22nd
Expo America
at Ocean Center
*March 20th
Claridon Plaza & Pia
Create World's Lorge
*March 21st
Squeeze Concert
at Claridon Plaza
*Morch 21st-25th
College Expo
at -Claridon Plaza
*March 22nd
Eddie Money & Geb
at Bandshell
*March 23rd
Miss Hawiian Tropic
at Bandshell
*March 23rd
Whitesnake Concerts
at Ocean Center
*March 25th
· Concert to be annou
*April 9th
•
Concert to.be onnou
For more information call •
(800) 854-1234
-"' .

~kv~

Uo~5/J;jCoi.e~!

Schedule of events: Fort Lau
unavailable at time of prin

~ ,-

Panania Jack
-

SUN TAN PRODUCTS

FUN IN THE SUN!
Work poolside at some of Central Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and representing Panama Jack tanning products. We're looking for ·
energetic & outgoing people th~t ~njoy working in the
sun! For further info, call days: 345-8944; evenings
849-7871. Leave name & phone number.

.
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lleyball Tournament ,

y
tfman Logo on the Beach

or~.Anywherewe go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends are thinking

Each way based on round-1rip purchase.

Greyhound • 300 W Amelia St. • 843-0344
Must prcsenl a va~~ co!legc s1u~cn1 I. D. ~rd UPc;>n purchase. No other di~ounu apply. Tickets are !"O!Jlrlnsfcrabl~ a!"d good for 1ravel on Greyhound Lines, Inc . ,
and 01hcr partic1j)almg earners . Ccrtam rcstncuons apply. Offer effecuvc .2.1188:6115/88. Offer limned. Nol vahd m Canada. Cl 1988 Greyhound Lines, Inc .
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CITY FROM PAGE 2
Blossom Trail or International Drive. Maybe I am
lamenting a ridiculous point,
and we should all be thankful for what Disney and the
entire tourist trade has done,
but somevlhere you've got to
transcend the iqea that we
need to imitate other cities,
and other styles to create
Orlandq.

Former national league stars will compete
again st past american league stars in a
five -inning game.

The Banks

Our downtown is historical Orlando with metal and
glass structures protruding
in grand perpendicular fashion. The purpose of the new
Orlando skyline is not to
blend with The City Beautiful as we know it, but rather
to create a whole new atmosphere of pretentious architecture to guide us into the
twenty-first century.
What I am speaking of is,
of course, the new DuPont
and Sun Bank Centres
(spelled in a foreign language
so that we know how really
hip they are). The DuPont
building, which is cryptically
labelled "The First F .A.", has
airport runway lights decorating its sides so that at
night you can't forget a thirty
story building is standing
next to I-4 shouting, "Look at
me, look at me, I've got spires
on top just like your
churches, so there, I do fit
in."
The Sun Bank building is
even more a sin, considering
the enormous shadow it
throws over Church St. Station. In New York after years
of rampant skyscraper con-

Meet Yogi Berra !
Pick up your free tickets at The
Central Florida Future editorial office
a fund-raising event for the
Amerlcqn Red Crosss

COUNSELOR PO~ITIQNS AVAILABLE .

(ANP ·. TA~J\~©
A BOY'S CAMP ~N LONG LAKE, NAPLES, MAINE
·' ,1?¥.,
Photo courtesy of Michael Rothwell
~

struction rules governing
. whose buildings could throw
shadows on whose were
enacted creating a whole new
legal area where people do
not just buy land but buy the
airspace above their buildings and their neighbor's
buildings.
The .notion that skyline
equates prosperity should l;>e
cautiously considered before
allowing downtown to become a deep, dark land

·;::::::::::..-;::~~:~.

where the.sun rarely shines.
It's not too late for Orlando to
consider its skyline wisely.
The Downtown Library
The library is an abomination, a monster popping out
of the loose bedrock of downtown, a zit on the face of
Orlando. Its unfinished concrete look (exactly like our
own chemistry building)
reminds one of an open,

FOR INFORMATION CALL

~

Mr. K. 275-2408 .or
Ken (9 PM & Weekends) · 365~2552

~
~

Interviewing on campus February 26 &27

SEE CITY PAGE 7
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HAS OPENLNGS FOR: Head Waterfront, Tennis,~
Lacrosse, Street Hockey, Baseball, CanoeinQ, ~
Swimming (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, SCUBA, ~
Kayaking, Archery, Body Building, Ceramics,
~
Fine Arts, Woodworking; Head Nature Study,
~
Pioneering and Tripping, Head Dramatics, Music~
Pianist, and other staff.
~

Student Government's
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That's right. Student Government provides

you with free use of typewriters so you can drum
up great looking homework. Typewriters are
located in the Student Government Offices and
.are open from 9 AM - 11 PM, Monday - Thursday, 9 AM - 9 PM Friday & 5 PM - 11 PM
Sunday. March right down and take advantage
of your Student Government Services.

STUDENTS

SERVING

STUDENTS

~
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stn1 ·c art't get no
Satisfaction here

The
Student
Center.

•

by Barbara Grimm

I don't know about you,
but watching Justine
Bateman prance around in a
tight miniskirt doesn't exactly leave me hot and panting in helpless delirium.
· But since I'm obviously
not a pathetically slobbering
male, my opinion will probably conflict with that of forty
-eight percent of the UCF
population. ( That's for all
you macho guys who insist
on obnoxiously flaunting
those disgustingly sexist tshirts that read "NO FAT
CHICKS")
Okay.I'm digressing from
the main point that the movie
Satisfaction,
starring
Justine Bateman and Liam
Neeson, is a less than satisfying flick.
Satisfaction is about a
rock band that lands a summer job in a disco somewhere
near the ocean (the name of
the city wasn't mentioned).
Jenny, the band leader
played by Bateman, falls in
love with the owner of the
disco, and has ·to decide
whether to move ill with him
or go to college at the end of
the summer.
Meanwhile, the other
members of the band, Billy.
Mooch, Dariyl, and Nicky (no
one in this movie has a last
name either) grapple with
drugs,love,sex, and love, respectively ..
Yes, that's quite a bit to

•

Going to McDonald,s® is almost as much
a part of .s chool as going to class. You've
made us the place to meet, to talk, to have a
good time: to celebrate your Victories and
help forget Defeats.
You,ve made McDonald,s more than just
another place to eat and that's why; at
McDonald,s, we say ...
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IT'S A GOOD TIME·mlW
FOR THE GREAT TASTE lRll

•

CITY FROM PAGE 6

®

1230;) University Boulevard
(across from U.C.f.)
Orlando, FL 32817
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1 FREE McD.LX®
SANDWICH
: With the purchase
II
I of same
II
I Limit one coupon per customer.
11
µer visit. Please µresent coupon
·11
I before ordering. Not valid in
11
I conjunction with any other offer.
II
I
liootl Only At :
11 ·
I

,
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Md)onaltl's® of Alafaya
(i:\cross from U.C.F)
12;)(),!) University l~oulevMJ
Orl.rnJo. FL ;)2817
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IfFREE REGULAR ORDER OF II

II FRENCH

;;;.';~·:";,.,.II

FRIES

IIII When
you purchase.
any large sandwich

II

11 Limit one coupon per customer. per visit.

11 Please present ~oup?n be~ore ordering.
II

..
Not valid in con1unct1on with any other off~r.
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FOR THE GREAT TASTE •
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running scab.
One looks at the building
and wonders when it will
heal.
Church St. Station
This is the closest we come
to Orlando's "cows and or~nge·s" essence. And if you
look closely you might actually be able to pick out which
building once seived as a
brothel, or a feed store, or
whatever those buildings·
once were.
Winter Park
Winter Park is Greenwich
. Village or Coconut. Grove
without the decadence. It
looks like an Epcot Pavilion
for old Europe (as opposed to
Church St. Station which
looks like a Pavilion for historical Orlando).

squeeze into one hoilr and
forty-five minutes.and as a
result.exactly one hour and
forty minutes is devoted to
the superficial romance between Bateman and Neeson,
and five minutes here and
there divided between the
remaining four characters to
present, deal with.and resolve their own problems.
And even someone ·as gullible as I finds it hard to believe that it takes only one
minute to have sex (that's a
frightening prospect), or fall
in love or overdose on drugs.
Furthermore.these characters are too cutesy to be
taken seriously, and their
ordinarily complicated problems are raised and casually
dismissed, literally, within
minutes.
Also, Bateman.hard as
she may try ,fails miserably
in portraying a confused
rebel;she isn't believable in
the least bit.She tends to
come across too level-headed
and sensible.which simply
does not fit the character she
plays in SatisfactioTL
·
Movies likeSatisfaction
really makes one pause and
wonder just what the producers and writers were
smoking when they dreamed
it up.
Satisfaction is definitely a
_terrible waste of time and
money and isn't worth the
sweat produced to make it.
"One band. One summer...
One lousy movie.
Lake Eola Park
Still under construction,
the park promises both Chinese and Japanese gardens,
combined with the lovely
. wood grain children's park.
newly planted palm trees,
ancient oaks, and the fountain in the center of the lake
which spouts water in a
pointlessly baroque fashion.
But beyond all this is that
statue standing on an island
of carnations at the intersection of Magnolia, and Orange: it's an eight-foot tall
bronze relplica of the statue
of liberty that looks as if
Auguste Eiffel were in his
Picasso period.
Someone save us from the
forces that are creating an
identity for Orlando that is
nothing more than the identity of others. Someone save
. us from ourselves.
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The '88 Olympics ... battle of the media?
by Logan Belle and Dave

Schlenker

LOS ANGELES
S198. 00
-

LONDON
s399_oo

FRANKFURT
5429. 00

'

ATLANTA
5 138. 00

• Harry's has flowers in the bookstore
• FREE Delivery on campus
• Call Harry's for special orders.

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. -

'Bryans 'I'rave{ Inc.-~

U.C.F. SPORTS THIS WEEKEND
MEN'S
TENNIS
BASEBALL
·: .. =.:.: ··:··:·.:·:
·..... ...
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KNIGHTS
-VSF.I. T.
7:30 P.M.

Florida
Atlantic
2:00 P.M.
FRIDAY

North
Florida

